In the all India CBSE class -12 results that were declared on 28th May 2012 the students of The Lawrence School, Sanawar have proved their mind and mettle by setting new milestones in the scoring trend. Out of a total of 84 students who wrote the exam 82 have passed with first division and only two secured 59%. Nonetheless taking into account all those who have scored 90% and above in various subjects the number reaches to 146.

14 students have scored 90% with Priyal Mewara of Commerce stream attaining the highest percentage 96.8%. The highest percentages in Medical, Non-Medical and Humanities streams are 90.2%, 95% and 92.4% respectively. Karan Bansal has scored a perfect 100 in Entrepreneurship followed by Priyal’s 99 in Business Studies. Priyal and Akriti Sahni notched up 98 in Maths with Priyal scoring yet again 96 in Economics along with Pitamber Yadav. Ayush Jain has scored 96 in Physical Education. Subjects including Accountancy, Geography, Chemistry and Biology witnessed the score of 95 as highest.

If the marks of the best four subjects are counted including English then the batch average is 83.1% which surpasses earlier milestones.